Autonomous Operations

Realize your digital future with autonomous operations to deliver a radically simplified IT experience.

**2X-10X**
- Event time-to-resolution
- Cost of operations

**31%**
- New applications developed per year*

**85%**
- Time savings for typical IT admin tasks*

**99.9999%**
- System availability

*Based on Dell Technologies performance. July 2020. Actual results may vary.


Based on CloudIQ user survey conducted by Dell Technologies, May-June 2021. Actual results may vary. Ad# CLM-000884

**Autonomous Operations Framework**

**Autonomous Operations Components**

**AIOps Software** (Out with the New, In with the Autonomous)

**Intelligent Infrastructure**

**IT Software Ecosystem** (Client, ITSM, Collaboration & Orchestration/Automation)

**AIOps Intelligent Insights**

- Proactive monitoring, recommendations, and automated actions
- System uses inferred outcomes, including recommendations and automated actions.
- System uses inferred outcomes, including recommendations and automated actions.
- System uses inferred outcomes, including recommendations and automated actions.

**Intelligent Infrastructure Automation**

Built-in automation for trimming labor and simplifying operations.

**IT Ecosystem Integration**

Elevate IT Operations
- Create a more informed and responsive business powered by data and driven by AI/ML.
- Achieve higher service levels, improve performance, and mitigate security threats.
- Operate with Confidence
- Spend more time delivering value and less time managing infrastructure.
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Learn more about Autonomous Operations

www.DellTechnologies.com/AutonomousOperations

**Outcomes**

**Elevate IT Operations**
- Create a more informed and responsive business powered by data and driven by AI/ML.
- Achieve higher service levels, improve performance, and mitigate security threats.
- Operate with Confidence
- Spend more time delivering value and less time managing infrastructure.

Learn more about Autonomous Operations

www.DellTechnologies.com/AutonomousOperations